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INTRODUCTION

The availability of nuclear explosives for peaceful projects has given the
engineer a new dimension in his thinking. He can now seek methods of adapting
Plowshare to a variety of industrial applications. The full potential of the
Plowshare Program can only be attained when industry begins to use nuclear
explosives on a regular basis, for economically sound projects. It is the pur-
pose of this paper to help the engineer familiarize himself with Plowshare
technology to hasten the day when "Plowshare goes commercial ."

An engineering project utilizing nuclear exposives ordinarily involves
three main phases:

Phase I (a) The theoretical and empirical analysis of effects.
(b) Projected economic and/or scientific evaluation.
(c) A safety analysis.

Phase II (a) Field construction.
(b) Safe detonation of the nuclear explosive.
(c) Data acquisition.

Phase III The evaluation and/or exploitation of the resul ts .

This paper will be res t r ic ted to Phase II, referred to collectively as the
"nuclear operation."

PLOWSHARE NUCLEAR OPERATION

The nuclear operation, or field program, of a Plowshare engineering
projectt has as its prime objective the safe and successful detonation of the
nuclear explosive(s). To accomplish this objective means the nuclear explosive

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

\An engineering project will be defined as one that uses the nuclear explosive
as a tool because it is the most economical way to do a job. In contrast, a
scientific experiment or demonstration is not necessarily limited by strict
economic bounds, but enhances the understanding of phenomenology for future
use. In the latter case, the collection of data from diagnostic systems is
usually the prime objective.
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system has been emplaced underground to its proper working depth, detonated
when required, and that all radioactive debris is contained underground. This
must be carried out in a timely and economic manner without injury to person-
nel, damage to property, or violation of security requirements.

The basic elements of the nuclear operation are (see Fig. 1):

1. A site (new or existing) must be developed to accept the nuclear ex-
plosive system. This includes roads, power, communications, and emplace-
ment holes.

2. The nuclear system. This includes the nuclear explosive, its en-
vironmental protection canister and a method to monitor, control, and detonate
the explosive.

3. Instrumentation systems. This includes sensors and recording
facilities for phenomenology measurements (optional).

4. An emplacement system. This includes equipment and hardware to
place the nuclear and instrumentation systems with their associated electrical
cables underground to working depth.

5. A stemming plan. This includes equipment and materials to back-fill
the explosive and instrumentation holes.

6. Shock isolation systems to protect equipment and facilities from
seismic effects experienced during the detonation.

7. A comprehensive industrial and nuclear explosive safety program
that identifies potential hazards and delineates emergency actions.

8. A security plan that assures that all classified information and hard-
ware is properly protected.

9. Engineering management that provides methods of projecting realistic
schedules, budgetary control, and project coordination.

To assure ourselves that the work elements within the nuclear operation
are executed on a timely and economic basis, we organize a nuclear operations
engineering team (see Fig. 2). This team is headed by an engineering project
manager and is composed of engineers from various disciplines and skilled
technicians. Each engineering subgroup within the team is organized along
functional lines, and is responsible for the following areas within the nuclear
operation:

I. Engineering Project Manager (EPM)

The EPM is directly responsible for all engineering aspects of the nu-
clear operation. It is his job to continuously review and approve methods of
operation, and designs of the various engineering groups on the nuclear oper-
ations team. He assures himself that all project objectives are clearly de-
fined, and that interfaces and responsibilities between groups are identified.
When provided with input from key members of the various engineering groups,
he establishes an overall nuclear operation schedule and budget. He then con-
tinuously checks to see that these time and fiscal restrictions are being met.

The EPM will issue initial nuclear operation project scope letters, write
periodic progress reports, and issue updated scheduling information in some
form of a computerized "critical path" program. It is his responsibility to
write the nuclear operation final summary report.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the EPM and key members of
the nuclear operation team must clearly understand the objectives, time
schedule, and fiscal limitations of the overall project. Simple misunder-
standings often compound into major project crises in this phase of a project.
It is important for the most economical and efficient operation that the EPM
and his key engineers participate in the early planning and formulation phase
of a project. Furthermore, they must know and understand other project par-
ticipants, their organizations, objectives, limitations, and responsibilities.
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Fig. 1, Basic elements of the nuclear operation,
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Fig. 2. Engineering organization for Plowshare nuclear operations.



II. Engineering Planning and Construction (EP&.C) Group

Engineers working in this area are primarily responsible for construc-
tion designs and criteria requirements necessary to conduct the nuclear oper-
ation. Typical areas of interest are:

A. Site layout, including building locations, electrical cabling, power
requirements, communications, road, and special equipment lo-
cations.

B. Hole drilling, cementing, coring, and logging. Engineers from this
group coordinate requirements from user groups for emplacement
and instrumentation holes. They specify the necessary coring and
logging, and mandrel clearance requirements (simulates both ex-
plosive and instrumentation packages) for these holes.

C. Emplacement. This group develops the emplacement plan. They
see that acceptable emplacement equipment is selected and prop-
erly checked out. Of special interest is the handling of the
explosive package (knowing its handling limitations, if any) and
support and protection of downhole firing and instrumentation
cabling.

D. Stemming Plan. It is the EP&C engineer's job to see that the
approved stemming plan is properly executed. To do this, he must
"sign off' on a stemming plan check sheet, prepare material balance
sheets, and keep an accurate log of this operation. Failure to prop-
erly execute the approved stemming plan can result in very costly
remedial work to "make it right."

E. Post-shot drilling usually involves special equipment and techniques.
Engineers in this group must be familiar with radioactive sample
requirements and techniques to recover them. They arrange for
special personnel and handling equipment to get "hot" samples to
appropriate groups expeditiously.

EP&C engineers deal extensively with numerous agencies, participants,
and contractors to coordinate the nuclear operation team's construction
criteria and see that it is being properly carried out.

Erroneous interpretation, overlooked details, and unsatisfactory execu-
tion of construction criteria can result in costly time delays and expensive
reworks. Because the construction phase of a project involves large dollar
expenditures and usually paces the execution schedule, engineers working in
this area must play a large role in the planning, budgeting, and scheduling of
the field program.

III. Nuclear Systems Engineering Group

The nuclear systems engineers are directly responsible for the nuclear
explosive, its safety, security, and detonation. It is their job to see that the
nuclear explosive is properly assembled, checked out, and transported to the
project site ready for use. Strict safety and security procedures are written
and approved before the nuclear explosive can be moved into the field. A
small security force and special hazards control personnel will assist the
nuclear systems engineer in implementing these procedures.

In conjunction with the nuclear explosive, there is always an environ-
mental protection system. This system, often referred to as the explosive
canister, can vary from a simple steel cylindrical sight barrier, to a complex
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high-strength, internal-temperature-controlled, deep-submerging pressure
vessel. Usually because of conflicting physical restraints of explosive size
(always too large in diameter) and emplacement hole size (always too small),
the engineer has a challenging design problem. To solve this problem, the
engineer must have a complete understanding of the environmental restric-
tions within which the nuclear explosive can live and operate. He must know
the downhole environment (temperature, pressure, mud, oil, etc.). With
this background information, his design can evolve, and in turn, he will then
be able to specify an emplacement hole diameter and straightness requirement.

To assure a safe and successful detonation of the nuclear explosive, the
explosive systems engineer must design a compatible arming, firing, moni-
toring, and control system (AFMC). The AFMC system basically consists of
two parts: (1) A downhole portion, which consists of electro-mechanical arm-
ing, monitoring, and firing components housed within the explosive canister
and suitable electrical cables and connectors to link the system to surface
ground zero; and (2) an uphole portion which typically consists of a small ex-
plosive system control center located at ground zero (GZ), a control link be-
tween GZ (either hardwire or RF) and a control point located at a safe distance
from GZ. The GZ explosive system control center provides a junction point
for the downhole and uphole portions of the AFMC system. It is always a re-
stricted area" after the nuclear explosive arrives on-site, and is subject to
special safety and security precautions. The CP is "the top end" of the AMFC
system. It is from here that electrical signals will be generated and sent to
the downhole portion of the system to detonate the nuclear explosive.

During the course of the nuclear operation and prior to emplacement of
the nuclear package, the explosive systems engineer will conduct a number of
active systems checks. These checks, commonly referred to as "dry runs,"
will exercise the entire arming, firing, monitoring, and control system from
the CP to the nuclear explosive canister. During, and immediately after, the
explosive emplacement and back-stemming, passive cable and component
checks will be made to assure that no damage to the downhole system has
occurred.

After these system checks have been satisfactorily completed, the explo-
sive systems engineer will inform the project manager that he is ready to
proceed into the final explosive arming operation. When given the approval
by the project manager, he will then proceed to arm and detonate the nuclear
explosive.

IV. Containment Group

The principal task of engineers working in this area is to develop tech-
nology and systems for the complete containment of any radioactive gases or
debris created by underground detonation of the nuclear explosive. The con-

ft ft

tainment system or stemming plan usually consists of backfilling the em-
placement and instrument holes with granular materials (sand, pea gravel,
etc.) grouts, and special elastomeric compounds in various combinations.

Special attention must be paid to electrical cables or "other conduits"
that extend from the shot horizon to the surface. Detonations in medias with
natural pressure sources often require unique emplacement hole completion
hardware.

Stemming and emplacement plans should be designed with careful consid-
eration given to the post-shot reentry. Good planning in this area can result
in substantial cost savings.
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V. Structural Dynamics Group

Engineers in this group predict close-in ground motions resulting from
the nuclear detonation. They design systems for the prevention of damage to
sensitive data-recording structures and equipment exposed to this hostile en-
vironment. In addition, they have analytical tools to predict structural re-
sponse and damage control methods for other "close-in" structures or equip-
ment such as well heads, mechanical pumps, portable power plants, etc.

VI. Diagnostic Instrumentation Engineering Group*

Plowshare projects often have extensive subsurface and surface instru-
mentation systems to make phenomonology measurements. Engineers in this
group develop and field instrumentation systems that provide seismic, surface
motion, and underground shock measurement data. Information from this in-
strumentation is then used to correlate with theoretical analysis and develop
empirical models.

FUTURE CONCEPTS

The nature of tasks associated with the nuclear operation phase of a
project are such that it is here engineers can play a most vital role. With the
exception of the nuclear system and some aspects of containment technology,
all of the work areas within the nuclear operation are unclassified. Industrial
people can and should participate heavily in this phase of a project. As more
industrial groups participate in this area, new ideas, techniques and methods
of standardization will develop that will result in significant economies for
nuclear explosive applications.

As individual industries develop their own expertise in nuclear explosive
engineering technology, the demand for nuclear explosives for commercial
projects will greatly increase. Some time in the near future, one can envision
a company being able to request and get a nuclear detonation as simply as they
can now procure a well-logging service. A method to accomplish this would be
by the formation of a special governmental agency, self-supporting, non-profit
public corporation, or licensing of private companies to provide an explosive
service function. This organization would supply the explosive environmental
system, explosive safety, security, and detonation service for a pre-published
schedule of fees. This service, combined with guide lines on emplacement
hole requirements, environmental limitations, approved emplacement systems,
and methods to accomplish proper stemming requirements should enable industry
to plan, evaluate, and execute their own projects.

Participation is optional, depending on project objectives.
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